
Press release: PM visits business
leaders in Barry as part of UK tour

The Prime Minister met with businesses in Barry today to hear their views on
what Brexit meant to them and to outline her determination to secure a deal
that would benefit the whole of the UK.

On a day-long tour marking exactly one year from the UK’s historic departure
from the European Union, prominent Wales-based business leaders gathered at
the Aston Martin factory in St Athan to talk to Theresa May about what they
considered to be clear avenues for the country’s economic growth, the
potential for new jobs, and striking new trade deals across the world
following Brexit.

The factory, which produces Aston Martin’s new luxury car, DBX, has created
750 highly-skilled jobs and is expected to create a further 1,000 jobs with
suppliers and local businesses by 2019.

Those attending the round table included Andy Sellars from CS Catapult; Anne
Jessop from Royal Mint; Wayne Preece from Hydro Industries; Matthew Crummack
from GoCompare; and Andy Palmer from Aston Martin.

The Prime Minister also set out how the action she was taking to benefit the
whole UK would benefit Wales, from delivering a modern industrial strategy to
deliver jobs and economic growth in every community, to pursuing an
international trade policy which will open up new opportunities for goods
exports – which have increased in Wales by 12.3% to £16.4 billion.

Prime Minister Theresa May said:

In exactly one year’s time, the UK will leave the EU and begin to
chart its new course in the world.

My aim today, as I visit all four nations of the Union, is to hear
from people across our country about what Brexit means to them –
and to reaffirm my commitment to strengthening the bonds which
unite us.

I was privileged to hear the optimism from Wales’ business
community today as they discussed the many possibilities Brexit
will bring – from growth and job opportunities to the freedom to
strike new trade deals – and as we leave the EU, we should be
optimistic and ambitious about what we can achieve together.

Wales, with its pioneering technology, construction and creative
industries – which will further benefit from our £600 million
investment in City Deals for Cardiff and Swansea as well as the
abolishing of the Severn Crossing Tolls – is an integral part of
our union, and I am committed to ensuring that it continues to
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prosper.


